THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CfflNA
Annam escaped entirely French financial guidance until 1894, when
De Lanessan succeeded in placing its budget under a nominal French
control.
The Governors-General of this period suffered regularly from two
financial handicaps: France's timidity or downright refusal to grant
credits, and Cochin-China's resistance to subsidizing its neighbours.
Tonkin continued to earn French opprobrium. From 1887 to 1891 its
budget had to be subsidized to the extent of 168*000,000 francs. None
of this money went to developing the country's economy. De Lanessan,
by his conciliatory native policy, furthered the pacification and conse-
quently cut down the expenses. He also economized by destroying
some of the superfluous officialdom, and in this way he added to the
enemies who brought about his downfall. After he was recalled the
situation rapidly became worse. Expenses soared and the budgetary
balance he had established was destroyed. Loans granted by France
only served to liquidate the past, without achieving any constructive
solution. The acquisition of impoverished Laos in 1893 only added
another burden.
Doumer was selected primarily to make Indo~China independent of
France, and he succeeded ably in so doing. The keystone to his reform
was a division of the general from the local expenditures and revenues,
by creating a federal budget with indirect taxes, and five local budgets
from direct taxes. Up to this time Indo-China had been a fiscal mosaic,
with a host of infinitely variable local taxes, which were now systematized
and regularized. By creating an effective Union, even the recalcitrant
Cbchin-China was brought into line, and its wealth harnessed to its
less fortunate colleagues. Economies supplemented these efforts. The
most questionable of his reforms were the monopolies of alt, opium,
and alcohol, as indirect taxes. His work had the advantage of being
immediately effective and of dbanging France's attitude towards
Indo-CMna to one of benevolent approval. But the reverse side of the
situation was its evil repercussion on native poEcy. Domner
blithely unconscious of having added burdens to an already tax-iiddem
people. He looked upon his work and found that it was good. Male-
volence or ignorance alone, he averred* could make people say
the IndcnOaiiese were overtaxed.1 For the fast time the colony as a
whole was endowed with economic machinery. Unfortunately it
the form of railway construction, but the loan he raised on the
of this poEcy gave an enormous Impetus to tbc colony, and
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